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New Jersey Needle Artists 

American Needlepoint Guild 

September 29, 2021 Meeting 

President’s Report 
 
Linda M. welcomed twenty-six members, plus our program host Valerie McAleenan, Janet S. (from 
Bermuda!) and Annette and Jim R., who have a family needlepoint collection they would like to value. 
Our business meeting and our program took place virtually, via Zoom. 

Linda presented the following updates: 
 
Bernards Township Library 

We were just informed that the library is opening back up for group meetings in October!  They do 
require masks and they have a no-food policy.   Since we have programs set up for Zoom in October and 
November, we will continue to meet virtually until December, when we will be able to have an in-person 
gathering for our Holiday Party.  Details to be announced!   
 
Chapter Elections in November! 

Our slate of 2022 Officers will be presented at the November meeting.  Are you interested in being a 
candidate?! Our nominating committee members, Sylvia B., Barbara L. and Janet P. would love to hear 
from you (update since the meeting: Sylvia has sent everyone an email outlining the offices and duties.)  
We encourage everyone to get involved! 

Would you rather be part of a committee?  If there is a committee that you would like more information 
about or would like to join, please contact Linda directly to discuss.  Current committees are Outreach 
(community projects), Website, Social Media, Programs, Workshops and Sunshine.  You could also be an 
Assistant to an Officer—let us know your interests! 
 
Board Meeting on October 17th 

Our next board meeting is Sunday, October 17th at 1:30 pm via Zoom.  Every member is invited to 
attend!  Please let Linda know if you are interested so she can send you a Zoom meeting link. 
 
Festival of Trees 

New this year! New Jersey Needle Artists will be displaying a tree in Somerset County’s 43rd Annual 
Festival of Trees.  

Our tree will be called “Stitching in the Holidays” and display members’ holiday ornaments.  We have 
eighteen members who have volunteered to display their ornaments, please contact Linda if you also 
have ornaments that you’d like to add to the tree!  

Tree setup takes place over Thanksgiving weekend, and takedown happens on December 29th at 4:30 
pm.  Please let us know if you would like to volunteer to help with decorating and/or taking the tree 
down. 

The Festival of Trees starts on December 3rd, closes from December 23rd-25th and resumes December 
26th through the 29th.  It’s held at the Environmental Education Center, 190 Lord Stirling Road, Basking 
Ridge.    
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President’s Report (cont’d) 
 
Needlefest 2022 

Yes, registration has begun for next year’s New Jersey Needlefest!  The event will take place on 
Saturday, May 14th at the Embassy Suites in Berkeley Heights.  We are making a change for 2022—we 
are asking members to enroll directly via Needleworker’s Delight’s website (needleworkersdelight.com), 
and when asked, specify that you would like to sit with NJNA (or Edwardian, or…) and then Cathryn will 
work with Jim and Kevin to put the NJNA table members together.  Please also let Cathryn know that 
you have requested to be at the NJNA tables! 
 

Outreach 

POSTPONED until Spring.  But everything else below still applies! Please take note: 

Our New Jersey Needle Artists’ chapter was approached by the City of Plainfield’s Parks and Recreation 
Department to help them design and teach a beginning needlepoint class for youths (8+) to adults.  It’s a 
wonderful opportunity to develop and grow new stitchers (and new ANG members!)  We are excited 
that Diane B. has volunteered to spearhead this project and develop it with your help and participation.  
If you have a teaching background in any field, if you’ve taught family members to stitch, if you want to 
advise on good beginner projects, we want to hear from you!  Please join us in making this outreach 
project a success and contact Diane B. to discuss your ideas and ways to participate!  
 

Programs 
Cathryn updated us on the rest of 2021’s programs: 

• October:    Vicky Witterschein will demonstrate working with markers on canvas and ribbon. 
• November:   Discussion of Woodlawn entries and awards – Please send your photo(s) and your 

award level of your 2021 submission(s) to Rosie!  (The same photo(s) that you uploaded online 
as part of your Woodlawn submission.)   

• December:    Holiday Party!  Although we can’t have food at this time, we will put together a 
“Yankee Swap” gift exchange and some fun activities.  A great idea could be for everyone to 
bring in something you shared on Show & Tell this year so we can see the beautiful pieces in 
person! 

Please complete and return your survey to Cathryn so she can tally the results for the October 17th 
board meeting.  Twenty-five surveys have been received--we’d love to have them all come back with 
comments and ideas.  (So far, no one has been a fan of doing finishing!) 
 

Membership 
Jill W. reported that we added two new members this month, bringing our total membership to fifty-
five stitchers.  
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President’s Report (cont’d) 
 
Communications 
 
Linda P.  discussed her blog and received lots of feedback on how everyone enjoyed it and looked 
forward to it.  We also heard a great suggestion from Sue C., who asked if we could hear about 
needlepoint “tips” that Linda comes across in her news network.  Linda agreed--we’d all welcome tips 
on stitching techniques, threads and trends!  Great suggestion, Sue!    
 

Meeting adjourned 
 
Linda M. closed the business portion of the meeting, with two reminders: 

• Broadway Bound, the 2022 EGA Seminar is being held right in our NYC backyard next August!  
The classes look wonderful—register early to get your choice!   

• And remember to reach out to Carol F., our Sunshine Chair, with any news of fellow members’ 
events that we can recognize with a positive note or card.   
 

Next up: our program with Valerie McAleenan on Appraising Needlework! 
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Show and Tell 
 
Our first piece this month was submitted by Barbara L., who stitched four Kathy Schenkel designs and 
one adaptation of a Kathy Schenkel design by Joan Gottlieb (Blursday).  It’s Barbara’s “Ode to 2020.” 

 

I love the way the individual sayings have been made into a framed collection!  And yes, Barbara, I think 
your piece aptly describes last year! 
 

Our next piece is Brenda C.’s framed version of her finish of Debbie Rowley’s Gilded Cabochons.  Brenda 
noted that she loves the formal look of the piece and enjoyed stitching it as an ANG Cyberpointers class 
last November and December. 
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Brenda C. also shared her YTD work on ANG’s 2021 Stitch of the Month project, Stratigraphy by Jennifer 
Riefenberg…striking! 
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Next, Robin M. shared her finished, framed ANG Stitch of the Month project from 2019.  This was a 
“mystery project” designed by Debbie Rowley, Linda Reinmiller, Mary Knapp and Pat Hartman.    
 

We had no idea what the next month’s design would be, or what the finished design would look like, so 
choosing colors for each month’s design was a challenge!   
 

Robin unified the piece beautifully by pulling the dusty rose color of the individual designs into her mat 
selection, and the light gold color of the frame is so elegant…  
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Next, we were treated to two Fleur de Lys designs! 
 

Brenda C. stitched 
this amazing purse 
designed by Janet 
Zickler Casey, who 
taught it as a class at 
the ANG Seminar in 
2016.    

 

Brenda had it finished 
into a purse by 
Rittenhouse 
Needlepoint.  I love 
the beading in the 
Fleur de Lys! 

 

 

 

 

 

Janet P. stitched two gorgeous pillows, below, in the Fleur de Lys design.  (Canvas designer unknown…)  
What a rich color combination of the gold and maroon!  It’s regal… 
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The next part of our Show & Tell moved to a theme of “The Four Seasons.”    

 

Spring was represented by a design that was stitched beautifully by Melita G.   

It’s a Deborah Mitek design entitled “Annette’s Bouquet.”  Melita attended Deborah’s class, which was 
just offered in September’s EGA “Magnificent Mile” Seminar in Chicago.   

Melita noted that Deborah was a wonderful teacher, who was so well-organized and shared such 
excellent instructions that she was able to quickly finish the piece at home—and she loves it!  She 
admires the form of the flowers, the way that color moves through the lilacs and the way that different 
knots and threads create additional depth. 

Melita, please show bring the piece back to show us when you have had it framed or finished! 
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After Spring comes Summer! Our summer theme started with two patriotic pieces.  The first is 
Firecrackers by Toni Gerdes, stiched by Janice M. 

Janice was a student in the class that Toni Gerdes taught through Cyberpointers in July and September 
2020.  Janice M. had them finished by The Edwardian Needle.  They are gorgeous! 
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Our next patriotic piece was stitched by Diane B.  It’s called “Patriotic Square ‘States’” by Stickideen Von 
Der Wiehenburg, and it was featured in the July/August 2020 issue Needlepoint Now magazine.  

 

Diane B. worked on this along with the Keystone ANG Chapter.  The original chart had a tri-color French 
flag as the centerpiece, but Diane designed her own US flag in its place.   All threads were DMC perle 
plus DMC Coloris—no thread-laying required!...It’s perfect, Diane!   
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Continuing through the summer months, our next piece is Melissa Shirley’s Seaside Houses, stiched by 
Cathryn C. 

Cathryn used a stitch guide by Meredith Willett and had the finished canvas framed by Rob B. of Framed 
Image.  What a magnificent piece! 
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Next, Cathryn C. stitched a 
wonderful 70th birthday gift 
for her neighbor who loves to 
garden.   

 

The pretty design by Kirk & 
Bradley was brought to life by 
Cathryn’s stitches and thread 
choices and finished into a 
wonderful tray by The 
Edwardian Needle. 
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Next, Robin M. showed us her lovely, finished Shell Game, by Dakota Rogers.   

Shell Game was an NJNA Chapter Project in 2017, expertly taught by Cathryn C.  Key to the project was 
learning to stitch shells as well as how to attach real shells to the canvas!   

The intricate mat, with its continuation of the apricot color of the design, crowns the piece.  What a 
treasure, Robin! 
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Next, Sylvia B.  shared her magnificent, finished purse!  The canvas is called Compass in Pink Round by 
The Plum Stitchery.  Sylvia found the rattan purse online and had her canvas finished and attached to it 
by The Wool and The Floss in Grosse Pointe, Michigan. 

I really, really, really love this purse!  What a great idea, Sylvia! 
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Sylvia’s next piece was a gift for her son’s 21st birthday. 

The canvas is Fireball by The Point of It All, and it was finished into a festive ornament by The Wool and 
The Floss in Grosse Point, Michigan. 
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Sylvia shared her next piece, “La Croix can 
ornament” by Jessica Tongel Designs.   

This design was finished as a soda can 
ornament (complete with pop top tab, 
below) by The Wool and The Floss in 
Grosse Point, Michigan. 

Beautiful stitching, Sylvia! 
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Melita G. sent us her shell canvas, with a story. 

 

She purchased the canvas (right, designer 
unknown) in 2016 and started to plan her 
stitching.  The goal was to create a 3D rounded 
shape, but her first tries weren’t panning out as 
she had hoped. 

 

The gold horizontal stitches, below, just weren’t 
yielding the rounded shape she was after. 

 

So Melita put the canvas aside for another day 
when inspiration might strike… 
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Then Melita signed up for Susan Hoesktra’s Interpreting Color Theory for Needlework at the ANG 
Seminar and the answer started to take shape. 

Melita was excited to learn that the class was more than how color temperature, saturation, intensity 
and value created contrast--it also included an overview of creating contrast through thread texture and 
stitch detail. 

And the final product, below, is the result of her study!  The varying weights and thickness of threads 
has helped to give the design the rounded dimension she was seeking.  

Melita, please show us how you decided to finish the shell for display! 
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And now we move onto Autumn, led by a piece from Cathryn C. 

The canvas is called Witch Stitch Needlepoint House by Melissa Shirley.  Cathryn completed the design 
with her own stitch and thread choices.  It was finished into a lovely house by The Edwardian Needle. 
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Here is a closeup view of the sweet bow 
that was placed on the roof by The 
Edwardian Needle. 

A very Happy Halloween house! 

 

 

 

Completing the Halloween theme is 
another piece, below, by Cathryn C. called 
Batty, a Halloween round by Kangaroo 
Paw Designs.   

Cathryn used her stitch and thread choices 
on the design, which was finished into a 
terrific pillow by The Edwardian Needle. 
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And then we moved on to the season of Winter and the month of December…. 

The next piece, Twisty Trees by Jennifer Riefenberg, was stitched by Sue C. as part of last year’s ANG 
Virtual Seminar program.   Such a beautiful winter design, and so many ideas of how to use geometric 
shapes to suggest trees, mountains and even borders!  Great job, Sue! 

 

 

Next, we admired an ornament stitched by Heidi, 
which will be one of two ornaments that she 
stitches for her grandsons each year. 

The canvas is called Abstract Octopus Ornament 
by Melissa Prince Designs.  Heidi purchased it at 
Needlepoint in Paradise in Naples, Florida. 

And guess who happened to bring the same 
design to work on at Needlefest 2021--at the 
same table no less--our own Jill W.! 

We’d love to see how both versions turn out! 
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We closed our review of the four seasons with Christmas stockings…   
 

I saved these for last as a lead-in to tonight’s speaker, Valerie McAleenan, and her talk on Appraising 
Needlepoint.  Janet P. is renowned for the incredible number of stockings that she has made—more 
than 50, 60+?--for family, friends, neighbors and almost anyone who asks! 
 

How do you put a value on what becomes an heirloom, lovingly hung by the mantel each year for 
another special holiday?  How do you quantify the time, effort, care, creativity and good wishes that go 
into each piece?  We will find out soon during our program tonight…but for now, please just enjoy 
looking at the six lovely stockings that Janet has shared with us.   

 

First up: a stocking 
that originated from 
a 1996 kit from 
Bucilla.  The designer 
is Linda Gillum. 

Now, Janet didn’t 
use the floss that 
came with the kit—
instead she 
purchased silks and 
pearl cottons and 
added complex 
stitches to the 
design—and she 
turned it into a piece 
of art. 

Lucky Jillian! Enjoy! 
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Next, a pretty stocking for 
Janet’s new great-niece, 
Eleanor. 

Santa On the Roof; 
designer unknown. 
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This stocking was number 
three in Janet’s series of 
stockings. 

 

She stitched it in 1977 for a 
close friend, and recently 
retrieved it to redo the 
finishing. 

 

This looks as new as the 
day it was made!  It’s 
obviously been treasured 
and kept with care… 
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The next stocking was 
stitched for Janet’s 
brother, Ed. 

 

It’s from a 1990’s kit 
called “Winderland Deer” 
by Leigh Richardson.  
Janet recalled the kit was 
just $29.99. 

 

Janet, I have to tell you 
that this ‘vintage’ kit 
(unstitched) is on sale on 
ebay in at least two 
places: one is listed in 
Texas for $124.99, and 
one is listed in Louisiana 
for $144.99.  There’s a 
starting replacement 
cost, and just for the 
canvas and some wool!… 
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The next stocking, 
which also started as a 
kit, is a beautiful 
keepsake for Barb… 
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And finally, our last two stockings by Janet for 
tonight, one for Geoff and one for Kristen.   Enjoy 
them for years to come!  Janet, what a wonderful, 
beautiful tradition you created! 

 

“See” you all at the October meeting.   

Happy Stitching! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


